This paper introduces a knowledge representation formalism used for annotation of the French MEDIA dialogue corpus in terms of high level semantic structures. The semantic annotation, worked out according to the Berkeley FrameNet paradigm, is incremental and partially automated. We describe an automatic interpretation process for composing semantic structures from basic semantic constituents using patterns involving words and constituents. This process contains procedures which provide semantic compositions and generating frame hypotheses by inference. The MEDIA corpus is a French dialogue corpus recorded using a Wizard of Oz system simulating a telephone server for tourist information and hotel booking. It had been manually transcribed and annotated at the word and semantic constituent levels. These levels support the automatic interpretation process which provides a high level semantic frame annotation. The Frame based Knowledge Source we composed contains Frame definitions and composition rules. We finally provide some results obtained on the automatically-derived annotation.
Introduction
The complexity of Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS) depends primarily on the complexity of the task concerned. Thus the systems dedicated to the routing of phone calls or the search of information, being able to be presented in forms (telephone directories, search for schedules for example), can rest on a relatively simple representation of semantic knowledge. At the opposite, since a system must be able to manage several joint requests or to integrate phases of negotiation, it requires a high level semantic representation. Such systems must have semantic knowledge being able to interact with complex information on the current state of the dialogue while supporting the errors introduced into the data processing sequence of the speech signal by the recognition and comprehension modules. The difficulty of obtaining such a functional and robust high level representation explains why the current dialogue systems are limited to rather restricted semantic spaces. The construction of a new representation of knowledge would allow us to obtain a dialogue system able to be called into question, to propose alternatives and to adapt to the phases of negotiation included in the natural dialogue. The proposed representation of knowledge must allow the semantic composition within the speech turns during the course of the dialogue as well as the management of the references (phenomenon of which the appearance is strongly increased at the time of the negotiation phases). From this point of view, the choice of the FrameNet paradigm 1 as high level semantic representation appears suitable. In addition to the robustness of the paradigm, FrameNet has the advantage of producing standard annotations, easy to share and compare within the scientific community. This paper introduces the semantic frame annotation realised on the French MEDIA dialogue corpus. The next section (2.) is dedicated to the description of the corpus. In section (3.) we describe in details the principles used to provide the Frame annotation. We then present in section (4.) the application of these principles to the MEDIA corpus. We finally conclude in section (5.).
The French MEDIA corpus
The MEDIA corpus (Bonneau-Maynard et al., 2005 ) is a French dialogue corpus simulating a telephone server for tourist information and hotel booking. It has been recorded using a Wizard of Oz system (a system in which speakers interact with a computer system that they believe to be autonomous, but which is actually being operated by an unseen human being). Eight scenarii categories were defined with different levels of complexity. found in room-amount and night-amount. The specifier hotel associated to the location-town concept connects the town named in the segment " in Marseille" with the previous part of the utterance. The combination of the specifiers and the attribute names allows recomposing a hierarchical representation of a query from its flat annotation. This annotation provides labels comparable to semantic constituents hypothesized by a semantic shallow parser.
Frame annotation
Semantic structures can be derived from semantic knowledge obtained with a semantic theory. Examples are semantic networks to represent entities and their relations (Woods, 1975) or function/argument structures (Jackendoff, 1990) . A convenient way for representing and reasoning about semantic knowledge is to represent it as a set of logic formulae from which computational structures such as frames can be derived. In this context, Frames can be seen as cognitive structuring devices used in the understanding process (Fillmore, 1982; Fillmore, 1985) . A frame is a model for representing semantic entities and their properties (Petruck, 1996) . The Berkeley FrameNet project (Lowe et al., 1997; Fillmore and Petruck, 2003) provides on-line the FrameNet lexical database for English, currently contains more than 10,000 Lexical Units (LU), more than 6,100 of which are fully annotated, in nearly 825 hierarchically-related semantic frames, exemplified in more than 135,000 annotated sentences [February 2007] . A (LU) is a pairing of a word with a meaning, each sense of a polysemous word belonging to a different Frame. For a given Frame, the frame-evoking words are its LUs. A Frame describes a common or abstract situation involving roles called Frame Elements (FEs). For example, the cooking-creation Frame, describing food and meal preparation, contains 12 FEs among which Cook, Produced Food, Ingredients or Container and LUs as cook, prepare or bake. The figure (1) vizualises the relations between the cooking-creation Frame and its related frames as a graph.
Frame definitions
The choice of a Frame annotation in this work is motivated by the ability of this framework to represent negociation dialogues and to itself adapt to complex actions of the dialogue manager. We have manually defined a frame based Knowledge Source (KS) to describe the semantic composition knowledge of the MEDIA domain. Frames and FEs are described by a set of manually defined patterns. These patterns are made of LUs, conceptual units (CUs), words and can include features extracted from the compounds of The FrameNet dictionary is available for English but it does not exist such a database in French, covering the semantic domain of the French MEDIA corpus. To our knowledge, the only available resource in French is the French FrameNet project (Pado and Pitel, 2007 ) using cross-linguistical projection.Instead of using it, we decide to manually define our Frames for several reasons :
• a smaller but dedicated to the MEDIA domain KS limits annotation confusion
• the specific nature of the textual support (speech transcriptions) induces major differences in the LUs and CUs definitions
• the FrameNet Frames are perhaps too generic to satisfy the needs of a spoken dialogue system.
Thus we decide to define dedicated Frames to the MEDIA corpus domain. However, we try as much as possible to keep the Frame definition application independent. Consequently, some frames describing generic knowledge as spatial relations match FrameNet Frames and some others are application specific but always defined according to the Berkeley FrameNet (Lowe et al., 1997) the instanciation strategy is a two step strategy : a first step based on Frame and FE definitions previously described and a second step performed by inference rules. This second step is explained in the following subsection.
Inference rules
The inference process is able to perform inferences about instantiated Frames and FEs using first order logic formulae. Frames and FEs obtained by the instantiation process previously described determine the truth values of the logical rules. According to these truth values, Frames or FEs are instantiated, deleted, modified or connected. For example, if the FE reserve theme associated to the lodging concept and the Frame LODGING have been instantiated by the first pattern matching, the first order logic rule given in the table (3) creates a link between the FE reserve theme and the Frame LODGING. This link indicates that the reservation relates to a lodging.
do link(RESL,L) :-is fe(reserve theme,RESL), is concept of(lodging,RESL), is fr(lodging,L). 
Application
In order to build the KS associated to the MEDIA corpus, the Frame and FE patterns and the inference rules, an initial set of 463 turns from 15 dialogues has been manually annotated. The KS (Figure (3) ) contains 21 Frames and 86 FEs. The size of our KS is very small compared with the French FrameNet (Pado and Pitel, 2007) or the English Berkeley FrameNet. Table ( 4) presents the sizes of the three databases, MEDIA KS, French FrameNet and Berkeley FrameNet. The Frame REQUEST appearing in these three databases is mentionned with its FEs according to each database. Annotations are described in XML documents containing additional information such as time references of words supporting the hypotheses. The manually annotated dialogues were provided thanks to a dedicated tool developed to make manual annotation easier. The average manual annotation time per turn is around 4 minutes. The automatic extraction of the LU and CU components included in the corpus ensures the patterns completely cover the domain. A XML pattern file gather these components. The pattern file associated to the KS we proposed contains 106 CUs and about 1100 LUs. The French MEDIA corpus initialy contained 83 concepts. Our patterns use 60 of them as CUs and 46 new CUs essential to annotating semantic entities not initialy considered in the French MEDIA corpus. For example, the CUs associated to the agent Frame PERSON (Table (5)) are not initialy inclued in the French MEDIA corpus. <frame frname ="PERSON"> <concept valeur = "person"/> <frlmt fename="person name"> <concept valeur = "identifier"> <frlmt fename="person surname"> <concept valeur = "surname"> </frame> Table 5 : CUs associated to the agent Frame PERSON A frame visualization tool dedicated to process speech dialogues, called FriZ , supports visualization, verification and correction of automatic annotations. This tool, using the GraphViz 2 libraries provides, for each speech turn, a general view of instantiated Frames, FEs and links. FriZ allows a direct access to a chosen speech turn, plays the associated audio file and is able to interact with the annotation tool to make the manual corrections easier. Figure (4) shows an example of visualization of the instantiated Frames and FEs when the speech turn contains the speaker message : "Well, I would like to book, hum, two simple rooms, hum, in a hotel in Orange, hum well, for Table 4 : Size comparison : MEDIA KS -French FrameNet -Berkeley FrameNet twenty nights, since July the 12th to July th 31th, hum, I would expected a price less than 100 euros, and, hum, with a swimming-pool." . Strategies used to improve the annotation quality are close to the approaches suggested in (Scheffczyk and Ellsworth, 2006) . It is not possible to manually annotate the whole corpus at the Frame level, hence a random sampling on the test user turns was performed by a human expert to manually assessing the accuracy of the automatic structure annotation. An F-measure of 0.90 (0.96 precision and 0.85 recall) was computed on 100 turns when comparing manual annotations and automatic frame annotations of exact transcriptions. This high accuracy allows to use the automaticallyderived annotations as reference annotations. The incremental annotation process used to provide the Frame annotated MEDIA corpus is decribed in the figure (5). Lacking a standard evaluation process on such a task, the total relevance of the Frame annotation is difficult to estimate and strongly depends on the application field. However, using a task-independent formalism is original and would improve the quality of annotation and the ability to catch various domains in SDS. Two approaches are in progress. Taking into account the dialogues acts inclued in a utterance seems to improve the inference quality and using a stochastic inference model is about to be evaluated.
Conclusion
A knowledge representation formalism is proposed. This FrameNet based formalism is used for incremental and partially automated annotation of the MEDIA corpus in terms of semantic structures. An automatic interpretation process is introduced for composing semantic structures from basic semantic constituents using patterns involving conceptual units and lexical units. The process includes procedures for obtaining semantic compositions and for generating Frame hypotheses by inference. Patterns are generalized by progressively annotating data with available knowledge, evaluating confidence of the results, manually annotating samples with low confidence and so on. The F-measure obtained from comparing manual annotations and automatic frame annotations allows to use the automatically-derived annotations as reference annotations. The frame annotated MEDIA corpus and the frame annotation tools will be soon available. In a future work, we plan to produce automatic annotations in the dialogue system context (includind the word and concept errors) and provide stochastic Frames taking into account all the available levels (acoustic, language model, understanding model, Frame definition and inference).
